
31
MAR

HortPark Garden and Kent Ridge Park Heritage Tour - Singapore
Take a stroll with your family, friends and fellow University of South Australia
Alumni on the HortPark Garden and Kent Ridge Park Heritage Tour.

1
APR-

25
APR

Fire and Flavour - Exhibition
A collection of photographs recording the journey photographer Tony Lewis and
writer Nigel Hopkins made with chef Nu Suandokmai, to Nu’s family farm in
Thailand, where he was taught to cook by his mother and older sister Lek.

UNTIL

05
APR

Adelaide//International
The Adelaide//International is a new series of exhibitions for the 2019, 2020 and
2021 Adelaide Festivals, each comprising works by artists from Australia and
overseas, along with associated forum programs.

11
APR

View From the Top: 'Why Tech - the Australian Tech explosion' 
Presenter Max Cunningham, Executive General Manager of Listings and Issuer
Services at ASX, will share exclusive industry insight on the key trends ASX's
tech companies; and how Australia has become the global technology hub for
tech firms in the Asia-Pacific region.

 

Digging into the oil and gas industry

Women in MBA scholarship recipient Helena Wu is trailblazing a path for women in the
petroleum engineering industry as a rising star at Santos. more...

 

Join us on an adventure around Kangaroo Island

Tour de Cure, Flinders Foundation and the University of South Australia are joining
forces in May to stage an ambitious three-day cycle through the rugged beauty of one
of the country’s most stunning destinations to support our cancer researchers. more...

 

Beating the heat in Hong Kong

Professor Albert Chan heads the Department of Building and Real Estate at The Hong
Kong Polytechnic University. Leading his own research he is also challenging common
practices in the industry to ensure wellbeing of its growing workforce. more...

 

Can a peaceful sleep change the world?

We know sleep is important, but do we know how greatly the simple act affects us, not
as individuals, but as a productive society? In their interactive exhibit, Sleep Ops,
armed with a team of UniSA Sleep experts, MOD. aims to shed light on this mystery.
more...
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